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Nova + Geotab Experience
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Hardware

Geotab and the Nova have over 20 years of combined experience in the fleet and telematics industry. 
Both are leaders in providing data-intelligence to fleet managers. Geotab and Nova are award  
winning companies in the categories of Connected Vehicle, Internet of Things and Sustainability.

With Geotab and Nova’s extensive combined experience comes an unprecedented amount of data. 
The companies continuously harness and analyze high-quality data to bring best-in-class solutions 
that effect change in driver behavior and improve fleet safety and efficiency.

Integrating Nova and Geotab’s fleet/asset management solutions gives managers full insight into the 
status of their non-vehicle assets and inventory. The data provides insights on exact status and  
location of companies valuable tools and equipment directly in the familiar MyGeotab dashboard.
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Hardware Information

7yr/3yr Asset Tracker Wired Asset Tracker

Rugged Asset Tracker5yr Asset Tracker

3yr+ Asset Tracker SOS Asset Tracker

NMS821/826 NMS810

NMS811NMS828

NMS4950 NMS825

Geotab Product ID: 10096/10247
Battery Asset Tracker

Geotab Product ID: 10143

Geotab Product ID: 10146Battery + Optional Wired 
Asset Tracker

Solar / Battery + Optional 
Wired Asset Tracker

Portable + Rechargeable 
Battery Asset Tracker

Are intentionally designed for long term field  
deployments (NMS821; 7 years and NMS826;  
3 years). Embedded magnets allow straight 
forward attachment to vehicles, trailers or con-
tainers; expediting asset tracking start up and 
eliminating the need for professional installation.

Extremely versatile 4G LTE tracking device. Monitor the 
location and status of vehicles, heavy machinery and other 
mobile assets. The NMS810-CM connects multiple sensors 
for monitoring key conditions. Multiple outputs are utilized 
for external device or vehicle system control. Additionally, 
Cat. M1 & NB1 capabilities keep data cost low and offers 
increased performance indoors.

Extremely versatile & rugged 4G LTE tracking device. 
Monitor the location and status of vehicles, heavy ma-
chinery  and other mobile assets. The NMS811 connects 
multiple sensors for monitoring key conditions like oper-
ating temperature and vehicle speed. Multiple outputs 
are utilized for external device or vehicle system control.

An exceptionally versatile rugged tracking device 
operates as battery only or with an optional  
wiring harness to provide connection for power 
and I/O’s to monitor the conditions, locations  
and status.

With sunlight the NMS 4950 can last indefinitely. 
Without sunlight it lasts up to 3 years.

The 4G LTE (CAT-M1 & NB) mini asset tracker. 
With SOS alert button for real-time panic alert or 
check in. 
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